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Check 6 Arms, LLC Expands With Addition Of New Partner

Military and law enforcement veteran joins Check 6 Arms, LLC as partner

ARVADA, Colo. - July 11, 2018 - PRLog -- CHECK 6 ARMS, LLC, online firearms retailer, has
announced today that on May 26th, 2018, it entered into a unanimous agreement to add a new business
partner into the fold; military and law enforcement veteran, Benjamin (Ben) Muir.

Ben Muir brings with him over 10 years of law enforcement experience as an Undercover Narcotics
Investigator with the Eastern Colorado Drug Taskforce and the DEA as part of the Tactical Meth Lab
Team. In addition, he also served as a Denver Paramedic EMT, proudly served 2 years in the United States
Navy as an Air Crew Rescue Swimmer, and was a FBI Tactical Instructor in Sniper Tactical Training. The
addition of Ben to the Check 6 Arms team will provide solid knowledge and experience in firearms and
firearms instruction to improve and expand their customer base as well as continuing to provide excellent
customer service.

Check 6 Arms, LLC was formed in 2014 by William Ceron and Kelly Watts from their mutual love of
firearms and seeing the need for a low cost alternative to big box store pricing. The online only presence
was a decision made to enable prices to stay low and avoid costly overhead normally associated with a
traditional brick-and-mortar storefront.

Check 6 Arms, LLC is an online firearms retail company with the goal to provide the best defensive
equipment available to those who take personal defense seriously. Woman and Veteran co-owned. Visit our
website at http://www.check6arms.com
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